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Founding a Liberal Arts College on the Southern Frontier
As with other 19th century liberal arts colleges, Rollins was founded as a
result of several societal forces: educational denominationalism, the American churches' missionary zeal to found colleges; community boosterism, the
belief of communities that colleges created instant prestige and guaranteed
phenomenal growth; and real estate entrepreneurism, the desire of land
developers to use colleges to promote their land schemes. The guiding force
in the founding of Rollins was the Florida Congregational Association, an
organization representing all Florida Congregational churches. Prodded by
the efforts of Miss Lucy Cross of Daytona and stirred by a speech by
Reverend Edward Hooker of Winter Park on the Congregational Church's
historic educational mission, in 1885 the Association announced its intention
to build a college in Florida and called for inducement bids from communities. Several towns, including Mt. Dora, Orange City, Jacksonville and
Daytona, submitted proposals, but little Winter Park, led by Frederick
Lyman, outdistanced all others with an inducement of over $100,000. After
the bids were made at Mt. Dora on April 14,1885, the Association then visited
Wnter Park and the following day viewed the Orange City location. At
Orange City, the members formally designated Winter Park as the home of
Rollins College, named for Alonzo Rollins, who had given the largest single
donation. On the evening of April 17, the community gathered at Lyman's
house on Interlachen Avenue to celebrate its hard-won victory.

Parti

At the incorporation of the college on April 28, Frederick Lyman, who was
the head of a Wnter Park land development company, was named president
of the corporation and Dr. Edward Hooker, pastor of the Winter Park
Congregational Church, was appointed President of the Faculty. With no
buildings completed, the college opened on November 4 in various parts of
the town. Larrabee House, at the present corner of Morse Blvd. and New
York, served as the boys' dormitory, and the Ward House (presently the
house on the corner of Osceola Circle and Osceola Ave.) was used as the girls'
dormitory. Classes were held in two places: for the first few weeks students
attended classes in the Congregational Church and later in the unfinished
loft above Ergood's store called White's Hall. In the second term of the first
year, the college moved to its present location on Lake Virginia. Knowles Hall
had been completed and now served as the classroom and administration
building. Included in Knowles was a large hall which served for assembly
and for chapel services. The building was a gift of Francis B. Knowles, who
also provided most of the funds for the construction of the girls' dormitory,
Pinehurst, and for Lakeside cottage, the boys' dormitory. Wthin a few years
the college also constructed a dining hall, another girls' dormitory (Cloverleaf) and a gymnasium (Lyman Gym). By the beginning of the twentieth
century a physical pattern had emerged on the campus. The buildings were
clustered around a horseshoe drive with four of the original buildings on the
east and south side. Cloverleaf was placed on the corner opposite Knowles,
but was later moved to the west of Lakeside to make way for a new library
provided by funds from the Andrew Carnegie Foundation. When the original Knowles burned to the ground in 1905, the Knowles family funded
another classroom building which was placed alongside Lakeside on the
horseshoe.
Despite its frontier location, the obscure little college was able to attract a
distinguished faculty because many educated northerners had begun the
tradition of vacationing in the state. Nathan Barrows, a former physician,
who had come to Orange City several years previously to build a new life in
citrus, accepted a position as professor of mathematics. He also served on the

board of trustees and as secretary of the executive committee. All other
charter faculty members—Eva J. Root, Annie Morton, John Ford, Lewis
Austin and Thomas Baker—were already in Florida for one reason or another
when they were called to service by the college. Root was visiting relatives,
Morton, Ford and Austin had come in search of a more healthful climate and
Baker, who had already established a reputation as a scholar and a teacher at
Pennsylvania State University, had come to Florida to work with the phosphate industry.
During the college's early decades, students faced a rigorous prescribed
academic program of study. The faculty constructed a traditional classical
liberal arts curriculum that was weighted heavily with studies in the ancient
languages of Latin and Greek. Because few students were able to acquire a
sufficient background in these subjects, the corporation charter provided for
a preparatory and even a sub-preparatory school aimed at readying students for the college. The state's public school system was so inadequate that
the prep school filled a real need in central Florida. The Academy, as it was
called, became Rollins' most popular program for many years, its students
far outnumbering those of the college.
Early professors almost invariably employed the pedagogical methods of
recitation which required the students to memorize passages from a textbook
and to be prepared to recite them verbatim when called upon in class.
Barrows mercifully broke this monotonous pattern with occasional field
study, but the one most determined to explore new methods was Thomas
Baker, who made a conscious effort to involve students in the learning
process. In his courses in Physics and Chemistry, Baker emphasized the need
to teach students how to use the experimental method more than mere
memorization of facts.
The college demanded much rigor in its academic program but did not deny
the students an active social life. Picnics, excursions into the virgin countryside, particularly in the beautiful Wekiva Springs, were pastimes, as were
swimming in Lake Virginia and boating on the chain of lakes. The college
sponsored several dances during the school year, frequent dress-up or "tacky
parties," and an annual May Day celebration. Moreover, in the required
physical education course of gymnastics, the instructor often turned the class
into a kind of social activity, the Greek posturing exercises being an example.
Financially, the college travelled some rocky roads during these early years.
After Dr. Hooker's retirement in 1892, a succession of acting presidents and
presidents found keeping the college financially afloat a most pressing chore. In many cases, forces beyond their control overwhelmed the
college's efforts. Serious freezes in the 1890s destroyed Florida's main
industry—citrus—and sent many college students home for an indefinite
period. Few local funds could be raised in such an economic malaise, forcing
the presidents to turn northward with some success. But even here the
economic uncertainty caused by the national depression in the mid-1890s, by
the Spanish American War in 1898, by the recession in 1907 and by the
outbreak of war in Europe in 1914, left the college in a state of perpetual
economic adversity. Only the efforts of two able presidents—George Morgan
Ward and William F. Blackman—kept the college from financial ruin. But the
effort took its toll. Dr. Wlliam Blackman was forced to resign because he was
driven to a state of physical collapse caused by overwork and mental anxiety.
Problems arising from American intervention in World War I and the aftermath of the war brought the college to the brink of extinction. In the early
1920s the trustees desperately sought a man who could save the college from
total demise. In 1925, at the eleventh hour, they found him; he was Dr.
Hamilton Holt.

A An artist's view of old Winter Park
in 1888. Prominent landmarks
include Winter Park Company's
Seminole Hotel on Lake Osceola;
the Congregational Church
directly west of the hotel; the
South Florida Railroad, with
Winter Park station at the center of
the bend; Rollins College on Lake
Virginia; and the Orlando-Winter
Park Railroad, better known as the
Dinky Line, traversing the shore of
Lake Virginia.
B Winter Park in 1885. In the
foreground is Ergood's store
where, on the second floor in
White's Hall, Rollins held classes
during the first term.

Frederick Lyman, first president of Winter Park Company
the organization that created Winter Park, was a guiding
spirit in getting the college established at its present location.
He served as the first Chairman of the Board of Trustees (then
called President of the Corporation) and as a dynamic and
enthusiastic supporter of the college during its first decade.

Alonzo Rollins was a wealthy Chicago businessman who
came to Florida to recover broken health. His generous gift^f
$50,000 put Winter Park far ahead of the other potential
locations and when the little hamlet received the bid, it
honored his gift by naming the college for him.

10

Frances B. Knowles was Rollins' greatest benefactor in those
early years when the college was experiencing growing
pains. A New England manufacturer, he funded the first
classroom building and the first dining hall and for several
years paid the college's operating debts. His daughter,
Frances, would later continue his generous philanthropy.
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William O'Neal was one of the original tireless workers for
the college. He was elected to the Board of Trustees in 1888,
served as treasurer and sometimes-president during the
1890s. During the financially critical first two decades,
O'Neal virtually single-handedly held the college together.
He was still an active member of the Board of Trustees when
he died in 1946.
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Rollins had a close affinity with the
beautiful little Gothic
Congregational Church in Winter
Park. Built in 1884, its first pastor,
Edward Hooker, later became
Rollins' first president and the
college held its opening ceremonies
and first days' classes there. It was
approximately on the same site as
the present Congregational Church,
which in turn became the site of
many Rollins commencements in
the 1920s.
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Knowles Hall, a gift of Francis
Knowles and a landmark structure
with its unique belltower, was the
college's first classroom building.
The building contained not only
classrooms but also a large hall used
for assemblies, for social gatherings,
for commencements and for chapel
services. The bell, which tolled for
all classes and meals, became a
familiar sound for miles around the
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Knowles Hall burned to the ground
in the middle of the night on
December 1,1909. With it went not
only the college's only classroom
building, but all its scientific
equipment and priceless artifacts
collected by Professor Thomas
Baker.
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Taken in 1888, this is the earliest
photograph of the original campus,
showing Knowles Hall, Pinehurst,
the dining hall, and behind
Knowles, the home of Professor
John Ford. The legend developed
that the fence was constructed to
keep grazing cows off the campus.
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A Lakeside Cottage, placed west of
the dining hall, was constructed
on the same design as Pinehurst,
except that the porch extended to
the side rather than the front. It
was the first men's dormitory. The
two-and-one-half-story building
containing twenty-five rooms
was renovated in 1954 and
demolished in September, 1970.
B Cloverleaf, so called because of its
design, was built in 1890 and
served as the women's dormitory
until it was demolished in 1969.
Originally placed on the opposite
side of the horseshoe from
Knowles Hall, it was moved to the
west side of Knowles Hall II in
1908. It was the last building built
during the Hooker
administration.
C Carnegie Hall, built in 1908 from
money donated by the Carnegie
Foundation, served as Rollins'
first library.
D This photograph shows the rich
interior design of Carnegie
Library.
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An early twentieth century view
of the campus from Lake Virginia. In
addition to the boathouse, on the
right are Lyman and Pinehurst, in
the center Knowles Hall II and
Lakeside and on the left Cloverleaf.
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A A later view of the campus
(1895) showing some
improvements and the
beginning of horseshoe drive.
To the far right is Lyman
Gymnasium, built in 1890 from
funds donated by Frederick
Lyman, and to the right of
Lyman Hall is Lakeside. The
small building attached to
Pinehurst served a variety of
purposes, from dining hall
kitchen, to library to Professor
Baker's science laboratory,
referred to as "The Bakery" by
the students. At the present
time Pinehurst is a dormitory.
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A The Orlando-Winter Park
Railroad, for obvious reasons
called the Dinky Line, was built in
1889 to connect the two growing
towns. The college granted a
right-of-way in return for a
station and a morning and an
evening schedule. The owners of
the little railroad promised "no
delays and no accidents to mar the
perfect pleasure of all."
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I A ticket similar to the one used by
Rollins students on the South
Florida Railroad which ran from
Sanford to Orlando. The charge
was 15 cents.
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President Hooker was Rollins' first president. A New
England Congregationalist preacher who came to Winter
Park under the auspices of the Home Missionary
Association, Hooker founded the first Congregational
Church in Winter Park and became its first pastor. Hooker,
with his kindly and generous demeanor, gave the little
frontier college great dignity and substance.
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William Freemont Blackman who succeeded Ward to the
Rollins' presidency left the college a legacy of scholarship
and culture. He graduated from Oberlin College with a B. A.
degree in 1877 and Cornell in 1899 with a Ph.D. He was
teaching sociology at Yale University when the Trustees
called him in 1902 to the Rollins presidency. He was an
accomplished pianist, and his wife, Lucy, possessed a
beautiful voice. He retired in 1915, after the longest tenure of
any Rollins president to that time, to manage his cattle farm
on the St. Johns River near Sanford.

23

A. Professor John Ford, a charter faculty member, served the
college faithfully for ten years (1886-1896) as professor of
Greek and at two critical times as acting-president. Arriving
in Winter Park in the early 1880s, he built a house on the
property which he later donated to the college. The front
porch of his house, located immediately behind Knowles
Hall, often became a classroom for his Greek class.

B. Professor Nathan Barrows, a physician, taught
mathematics and served as secretary of the Board of
Trustees. He was also an amateur naturalist who led the
students on many expeditions into the Florida wilderness.
His son, an architect, designed Cloverleaf.
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Professor Eva Root, another charter faculty member, taught
biology and was the housemother of Pinehurst dormitory.
She was fondly remembered by her students as a stern but
understanding teacher.
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Professor Thomas Baker was the most popular and beloved
of the early faculty members. A professor of science, he came
to Rollins from Pennsylvania State University with an
established reputation as an innovative teacher of science
according to the experimental method. Before coming to
Rollins he worked as a phosphate research scientist in the
Central Florida area. He retired in 1911 after twenty years on
the Rollins faculty.
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A group picture of the charter
faculty and staff on the steps and
porch of Pinehurst in 1891. Those
standing on the porch include
Professor Lewis Austin, who taught
Latin, Eva Root and John Ford.
President Hooker and Professor
Baker are seated on the bottom step.
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A group picture of the faculty taken
in 1910 in the administration of
President Blackman (in the center
holding his white hat). The man on
the far left is the president's son,
Berkeley, who graduated from
Rollins and received Florida's second
Rhodes scholarship. He returned to
teach at the college from 1909-1915.
Professor Baker is fifth from the left.
Behind the group is Knowles Hall II
constructed a few months earlier
from money donated by Andrew
Carnegie, Frances Knowles Warren
and from insurance collected after
the fire in Knowles Hall I. Originally
Knowles II housed a chapel, a
museum and general classrooms
and later the sciences. Today it
serves as offices and classrooms for
the history, political science and
behavioral sciences departments.
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The original Rollins curriculum and
entrance requirements, with its
heavy emphasis on classical
language and literature, was a
conventional nineteenth-century
liberal arts course of study.

Collegiate Department.
TERM.

L
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a

3.

Horace.
Demosthenes.
Trigonometry.

Horace.
History of the English Language.
Trigonometry.

1.

Sophocles.
Chemistry.
Analytical Geometry.

History of Civilization.
Chemistry.
Analytical Geometry.

2.

Juvenal or Plautus.
Chemistry.
Mechanics.

Juvenal or Plautus.
Chemistry.
Mechanics.

j

Zoology.
Logic.
Mechanics.

Zoology.
Logic.
Mechanics.

J

German.
Physics.
Astronomy.

Physics.
Astronomy.

I

2.

(ierman.
Physics.
Botany.

Uerman.
Physics.
Botany.
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German.
Botany.
Whately's Rhetoric.

German.
Botany.
Whately's Rhetoric.
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3.

1.

Mental Science.
English Literature.
Constitutional and International
Law.

Mental Science.
English Literature.
Constitutional and International
Law.

Moral Science.
English Literature.
Geology.

Moral Science.
English Literature.
Geology.

Political Economy.
Geology.
Evidences of Christianity.

Political Economy.
Geology.
Evidences of Christianity.
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05
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Tacitus.
English History.
Trigonometry.
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c

i

Tacitus.
Memorabilia.
Trigonometry.

fa

1

SCIENTIFIC COURSE.
Livy.
Rhetoric.
Geometry.

2.

H

o

CLASSICAL COURSE.
Livy.
Rhetofic.
Geometry.
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Professor Baker's 1909 science class
located in Knowles Hall. His
collection of scientific apparatus,
including the five-inch telescope
given to the college by George
Lyman, brother of Frederick, was
lost in the fire that occurred the same
year this picture was taken.
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A group of students from Baker's
class preparing the telescope for
heavenly sightings in the late
evenings.
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Professor Carl Hartmann's German
class 1890 outside Lakeside. The
student on the far left is Frederick
Lewton, who later became a famous
botanist for the Smithsonian
Institute and then returned to
Rollins as college archivist.
Professor Hartmann, a German
citizen, was a strict disciplinarian,
even by nineteenth century
standards, and was later fired for
striking a student.
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This photograph shows Professor
Barrows' math class learning the
techniques of surveying. The
student kneeling left is Rex Beach
(see page 49).
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THE DEMOSTHENIC DEMONSTRATOB

I^OLLlH5 COLLEGE, W l ^ E ^ P ^ X , FL7\., JUFJE, 1894.
HENRY B. M O W B R A Y , EcJitor-m-CKief.

R O B E R T P . OLDHAM, Bu.sme.vs Mahagcr.

ERED P . EN5MINGER,
E R N E S T E. M I S S I L D I N E ,

AN exponent of college life has heretofore been wanting in Rollins. The Demosthenic Society with its find-a-path-ormake-one spirit has made this effort to
supply the deficiency. We have done
the best we can to make it a faithful representative of a pleasant year that has
been spent, and send it out, hoping that
it will be an acceptable souvenir.
THERE will be some who will be disappointed that things which they wished
omitted have been chronicled in these
columns and on the other hand space has
forbidden us to speak of important events
in the year's history. If you find mention of yourself it is because you have
played so important a part in the drama
of Rollins that we, as true historians,
could not fail to snatch your daring acts
from oblivion.
-*^©-*>

A NEW era has dawned upon Rollins
College. We might almost be compared
to a chrysalis about to don its butter-fly
wings. With a new president has eome

pciate E4itora.

new ambition to the faculty and to the
students. We feel like a locomotive,
with every part bright and new and a
high pressure of steam in its boiler, restless to have its power utilized; we believe that the man at the throttle has
steady nerves and is competent to guide
us so that none of our energy will be lost;
that he will watch the red lights and the
other signals and will keep us from running into any kind of danger. President
Fairchild is fast finding friends for the
college and we flatter ourselves that in
the future we shall have a firmer financial footing. The most kindly relations
exist between the faculty and us students—in fact we are friends. South and
North the school is being extensively
advertised; this means an increase in attendance. In all departments the lines
are being extended and the fields broadened. The indications are that the
coming year will be the most profitable
and enjoyable in the history of the institution. When we come together again in
the fall "Everything will be lovely and
the goose will hang high.''

The front page of Rollins' first literary paper, its title
reflecting the curriculum's emphasis on classical studies.
Fred Ensminger graduated in 1897 and later served the
college for many years as bookkeeper and instructor in
mathematics, 1897-1905.
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Winter Park, Fla., December 20, 1894.

Henry Watterson on Holmes.
A n d it, too, h a s fallen—"the last leaf" on
the stateliest tree that American soil h a s yet
given to literature.
Leaf by leaf it h a s been stripped by the
frosts of time within these few later years, as it
lost Bryant a n d Longfellow, Emerson and
Lowell, then Whittier, and now ' 'the last l e a f '
of all, Oliver Wendell Holmes, slips from the
stem to the tide below and drifts to the ' 'peaceful sea.''
T r u l y henceforth will one of t h e purest
notes be absent from the world's song; will one
of the sweetest spirits walk no more the haunts
of men.
Old in years, immortal in youth; as simple as a child, as wise as a patriarch, h e left us
not so much the legacy of his own name as of
our own love for him.
For we love Holmes: we do not criticise.
W h o cares where on the dusty shelves of t h e
world's literature critics m a y assign his volumes ? T h e i r cheerfulness is at our hearthsides, where warmth is in our hearts. W i t h
a humor as bright and as genial as the September sunshine; with a wit as sparkling, yet
as hurtless, as the dew t h a t flashes in its
beams; with a knowledge as varied and rich
as the wide and ripened fields that stretch beneath its rays; with a sympathy as broad as
the h u m a n life that pulses beneath its sway,
he shines upon us from the printed page, a n d
we glow with good cheer for ourselves, good
will for our fellows and a personal affection for
him. T h e r e is never an impulse to seize the
Spencerian scalpel and dissect him, analyze
him, classify and label h i m to his component
parts, in his perfections and 'defects.
What
care we if our autocrat be not entitled to the
label " g r e a t " as the critics use that word, be
classified as a " m i n o r p o e t , " or merely as

*•
No.

" t h e genial a u t o c r a t ? " W e know that he
was a charming, sunny, big-hearted, delicateminded man, and that he h a d the power to
make us see him as he was, and to show the
world through his happy spectacles.
A n d yet to the confirmed or professional
literary anatomist he is a most satisfactory
" s u b j e c t . " W h e r e is there a simpler, more
lucid style than that which perpetuates his
mellow wisdom and his limpid humor in his
prose, and where a defter mastery of t h e art of
versification than in his poetry, whether in his
most unpretentious and most appealing songs,
such as ' ' T h e Voiceless,'' in his imaginative
lyrics like ' ' T h e N a u t i l u s , ' ' or his touching
and homely ballads like "Bill and J o e ? " A n d
when, finally, was ever man and poet so combined w h o could, like him, lift the r h y m i n g
for "special occasions" into the realms cf genuine poetry ?
W h a t matters it that he never wrote an
epic ? H e wrote a song. W h a t matters it if
he h a d never written a n y t h i n g but " T h e Autocrat of the Breakfast T a b l e ? H i s name
would live as long as light and w a r m t h shall
be sufficient to perpetuate life.—From the
L 0 u isi ilk Co u ricr-Jo ttrnal.

Some Old Grecian Wit.
T h e r e is little humor in the Greek classics. H o m e r h a s only one or two passages
t h a t even provoke a smile. A s in one place
Jupiter gave a great feast to the Gods a n d during it a little unpleasantness arose between
himself and his wife J u n o . T h e Gods were
afraid they would lose the good feast and tried
to bring about a more kindly feeling. Vulcan
at last made them laugh by bustling t h r o u g h
the halls acting as cup bearer a n d everything
after that was merry.

The first page of the initial Sandspur, explaining the title of
the college's newspaper. These early Sandspurs represented
something between the literary magazine, the Demosthenic
Demonstrator, and the later newspaper. The Friends of
Council, the cosponsors, was the female equivalent of the
all-male Demosthenic Literary Society.
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Class of 1897 with professors on
Knowles Hall porch. This class
picture includes those in the
preparatory and sub-preparatory
schools. Standing at far left is
Professor Lewis Austin.
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This photograph shows a section
of student's room in Pinehurst.
The straight-backed chairs and
spartan furnishings reflected the
belief that learning required
serious effort.
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Taking a date (or dates?) rowing was
a frequent recreational activity.
Frederick Lewton (seen earlier
posing with the German class) was
apparently a popular escort. Girls
were not allowed to go rowing alone
and rowing was absolutely
prohibited on Sunday. Rex Beach
was suspended for violating
that rule.

40

From the beginning, Lake Virginia
proved to be one of the college's
most important assets for student
recreation. In 1890 the college built a
swimming dock and diving board
on the lake shore near the present
boathouse. Victorian mores allowed
only male swimming privileges.
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A Student picnics were a popular
form of recreation in the 1890s.
Students often made long treks
around the area, or in the case of
this group, took long canoe trips
through the canals to Lake
Maitland where they enjoyed a
fruit and cheese lunch held on a
porch, one assumes, because of
the inclement weather (notice the
umbrella).

B Annual "tacky parties" were a
favorite diversion during the
college's early years because they
gave students a chance to rebel
against strict nineteenth century
Victorian dress codes.

Wand Drill was a stylistic form of
exercise provided by the gymnastic
department. Here Miss Grace
Livingston conducts a wand drill
exercise in front of Knowles Hall.

After Lyman Gymnasium was built
in 1890, the college placed strong
emphasis on physical exercise as a
part of the educational program.
Here Raymond Greene, at the time a
student and also a gym instructor,
conducts a class in weight-lifting.
Note the richly decorated gallery
surrounding the gymnasium floor.

44
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This photograph shows Ray Greene
directing coed calesthenics class. It
was only after much deliberation
that the faculty permitted men and
women to take the same physical
education classes. The gym was
decorated with Spanish moss in
preparation for a party. Greene
continued his interest in physical
education at Rollins by providing
the funds for a chair in Health and
Physical Education in 1973.
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This photograph, taken in 1890,
shows Rollins' first baseball team.
The team seems a bit short on
equipment—sandbags for bases and
no uniforms—but long on
determination. The youngster
sitting on the right is apparently
holding a rule book. Rex Beach (see
page 49) is sitting on the far left.
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Two decades later (1917) the college
baseball team shows considerably
more organization and equipment.
The game was being played on a
field to the west of Cloverleaf where
the tennis courts are presently
located.
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This 1908 state championship team
posed in the old box formation
behind Carnegie Hall which was
still under construction. A football
team was first organized during the
Blackman administration and
played such teams as Stetson,
Florida Southern and the University
of Florida.
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sjBWift^aS?^
A This is a photograph of an early
(1917) Rollins tennis team,
coached by Professor Eric Palmer
(on the far right). The "clay" court
was located on the horseshoe in
front of Chase Hall. Chase was
built in 1908 and named for Loring
Chase, a co-founder of Winter
Park, a charter trustee of the
College and one of its principal
founders.
B Rex Beach was a popular student
and perhaps the college's most
famous early graduate. His
youthful antics and his lack of
serious academic purpose kept
him in constant trouble with the
faculty, but his athletic prowess
in almost every sport brought
him immense popularity with
the students. Beach, who kept in
close contact with the college
throughout his life, would later
become a successful novelist.
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A panoramic view of the campus in
1915, thirty years after its founding.
This photograph, taken from where
the tennis courts are presently
located, shows Carnegie on the
right, Pinehurst and Chase across
the horseshoe and Knowles Hall II
and Cloverleaf on the right. Two of
the three pine trees in the center of
the picture are still standing.
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The Holt Era: Building a Liberal Arts College
When Hamilton Holt accepted the presidency of Rollins College in 1925, he
had already established a national reputation, though in fields unrelated to
education. After graduation from Yale University in 1894, he entered Columbia University as a graduate student in economics and sociology, and at the
same time he began working part-time at the family-owned Independent
magazine. Three years later he was appointed managing editor, and in 1913 at
the age of forty-one he became owner and editor of the magazine.
Throughout this period he was active in the world peace movement, serving
as the president of the National Peace Congress and helping to found the
League to Enforce Peace. He attended the Paris Peace Conference, 1919-20,
as representative of the League, and during the struggle over the League of
Nations, he toured the nation supporting American membership in the
organization. In 1921, when he left the Independent to devote more time to
world peace, he had become a major national figure in his own right. But he
was also at the crossroads in his career, and the call from Rollins came at just
the appropriate moment. He had established a reputation as a journalist,
then as an internationalist; he was now ready to focus his enormous energies
on American education.
Part II

Holt's only experience with education had been as a student at Yale and
Columbia. He had very little knowledge of educational theory and pedagogy.
He had never taught a class in his life. But he had thought deeply about his
own educational experiences at Yale and how that experience had left him
unsatisfied. The lecture and recitation, he felt, had dulled his senses and
destroyed his eagerness to learn. Thus, Holt arrived at Rollins with a vision:
he would turn a small, parochial, financially depressed college into a national
quality liberal arts institution and he would do this by replacing the traditional stifling pedagogical methods with those that actively involved the
student in his own education. In the first year at Rollins, he persuaded the
faculty to employ new methods in teaching built around what he called the
Conference Plan. All classes met for two hours three times a week and all
work was completed in the classroom with the instructor available to guide
and direct the students. The two-hour Conference Plan would remain a
Rollins institution as long as Holt was president. He wrote his own evaluation of it in the 1937 Tomokan:
The Conference Plan, which abolishes the lecture and recitation systems and brings
the students and professors into the same personal relation that one will find in a
well-constructed business orprofessional office, has proved a success in its ten years of
operation. Indeed, I suspect this is the vital factor that has turned Rollins in a decade
from a local parochial school to what I believe now to be the only cosmopolitan college
in the South.
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"It is the professors," Holt stated many times, "who make a college great,
and yet how rare is a great teacher." Holt dedicated himself to the task of
bringing to the Rollins campus teachers with what he called "Golden
Personalities," men and women of learning "whose sole love was teaching,
who enjoyed associating with young people, individuals with noble characters." Holt told the Trustees at the beginning that he "would not be associated
with an institution that underpaid its professors," and thus it would require
high salaries to get golden personalities. He held them to that agreement.
But not all Holt's faculty proved to be altogether "golden." This was particularly true of a former Rhodes scholar, John Rice, whom Holt had hired in 1930
to teach Greek at Rollins. Rice proceeded to teach everything but Greek,
including politics and sex, and in addition turned out to be a true iconoclast.
Whatever he taught, he was a challenging teacher, but within two years he
had alienated a large portion of the college community. Holt precipitously
fired him in May, 1933. Several faculty members, though not particularly
enamored of Rice, disagreed with Holt's methods and procedures. When
they protested, Holt fired them also. All this brought on an investigation by
the American Association of University Professors, which condemned the
college, and in turn led to countercharges of prejudice by the college. The
affair kept the college in turmoil for several months.
Although the Rice affair tended to tarnish Holt's standing with many faculty,
it did not diminish his reputation with the students, with whom he retained
an intimate association. He was highly visible on the campus, forever
involved in some student-sponsored activity, from playing in a Softball game
to attending a fraternity or sorority affair. Holt virtually opened his home to
students and made Sunday dinner with selected students a standing tradition. The students responded to this association by placing him on a high
pedestal of respect. To the students, Holt was affectionately "Prexy." And
each year the different classes exhibited this affection by gathering en masse
to greet him at the train station in Winter Park when he arrived from his
summer home in Woodstock, Connecticut. Holt put the students at the
center of his educational beliefs and practices, and they understood and
appreciated it.
Holt was convinced that the proper physical environment was necessary for
a meaningful educational experience and that first of all Rollins needed a
physical plant that would take advantage of its favorable location. Spanish
Mediterranean architecture, he thought, blended best with "palms, bamboos, and brilliant sunshine." He hoped to find, he once told a group, "the
most beautiful buildings of the Mediterranean type in Florida, then find who
designed them, then get that man to design every building on our campus
necessary for the comfort of our students—and all in harmony and all parts of
a unified whole." In addition, Rollins buildings, he thought, should be
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designed with spacious and open breezeways to take advantage of the
favorable outdoors climate. In fact, Holt hoped one day that Rollins stationery would contain the logo: "The Open Air College of America."
True to his word, when the college received funds to construct the first
building after he became president, Holt found the style—Spanish
Mediterranean—and the architect of that style—Richard Kiehnel of
Miami—and the result was Rollins Hall, built in 1930. The following year
came two more dormitories—Mayflower and Pugsley—built by Kiehnel.
Two years later when Francis Knowles Warren provided the funds for the
chapel-theatre complex, Holt made certain that the architect, the world
famous Ralph Adams Cram, designed the chapel with the same unifying
theme. Altogether Holt added thirty-two buildings to the campus, all built
on the Spanish Mediterranean design. In addition he acquired a house for
the Dean of the Chapel, several off-campus houses and a beach house, "The
Pelican" at New Smyrna Beach. When Holt arrived, the college's assets were
valued at $201,000; when he retired in 1949 they were totaled over $2,500,000.
To the Rollins community Holt was a friend, a master builder, and affectionate prexy; but to the Winter Park community he was the organizer of the
Animated Magazine. Calculated to coincide with both Founder's Week and
the height of the winter season, the affair was patterned on Holt's experiences in journalism. It also allowed him to draw upon his acquaintance with
America's national leaders. Beginning in 1929, Holt persuaded men and
women with national reputations in all fields to journey to the campus to
deliver short speeches in their areas of expertise to local audiences that
annually numbered over five thousand. It was Holt's way of using his
influence and reputation to promote a heretofore obscure little liberal arts
college.
In 1949, Holt announced his retirement. He was almost eighty years old,
failing in health and anxious to return to his beloved Woodstock. At his last
graduation ceremony he delivered "his" commencement address which was
a touching and moving plea for the Rollins community not to forget the past
but to look to the future. His retirement marked the end of an era, one that
had seen the college emerge from academic obscurity to become a college
with the national reputation for innovative education. If any single individual was responsible for that progress, it was Prexy Hamilton Holt. His
leaving would create a void that would be difficult to fill.
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This is a photograph of Winter
Park's Park Avenue taken in 1924
just prior to Hamilton Holt's arrival
at Rollins College, showing the
Hamilton Hotel (now the Park
Plaza) on the left, a garage and the
original Winter Park Bank
on the right.
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This portrait, painted in 1929 by
Seymour M. Stone, illuminates
Holt's distinguished presidential
qualities.
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This photograph captures the
mischievous, fun-loving side of
Holt's personality.
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Here is the presidential Holt
emerging from a Knowles Chapel
convocation ceremony with Charles
Seymour, President of Yale
University, and Arthur Hays
Sulzberger, publisher of the New
York Times.

The degree of Holt's influence in
high places is indicated by these two
photographs. In this one he is seen
awarding an honorary degree to
President Franklin Roosevelt.
Looking on are the president's wife
and his aide.
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• A few years later (1949), President
Harry Truman came to the campus
to receive an honorary degree. It
was Holt's last year as president
of Rollins.

To the students Holt was always
"Prexy," a term of endearment
indicating his close and affectionate
relationship with them. This 1947
photograph shows freshmen
initiating him into their class with a
"beany" ceremony.
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Every summer without fail Holt left
Winter Park for his home in
Woodstock, Connecticut, and
returned just prior to opening of
classes. Each year students gathered
at the Winter Park train station to
greet him and escort him
to the campus.
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A Students were frequent visitors to
the presidential home on
Interlachen Avenue. Particularly
after Holt's wife died, he invited
different groups to dine with him
every Sunday.

B After dinner, Holt often read
poetry to the students, followed
by a discussion of the poem's
meaning.

In addition to his presidential and
prexy qualities, Holt was also a
promoter. One of his most popular
promotional ideas was the Walk of
Fame, which consisted of the names
of the world's greatest men and
women inscribed in stones from
their birthplaces.
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Perhaps Holt's most successful
promotional scheme was the annual
"Animated Magazine." Working
from his experience as editor of
Independent magazine and using his
influence as a national figure, Holt
began in the late 1920s inviting
prominent national figures during
Founder's Week to the campus to
talk about subjects on which they
had some expertise. As the 1934
photograph indicates, crowds
totaling over five thousand poured
onto the campus to hear the
speakers and to celebrate the
founding of the college.
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In 1932, Holt persuaded the aging
American reformer, Jane Addams,
to speak at the Animated Magazine.
Other illustrious figures that year
included economist Irving Fisher,
novelist Rex Beach (on back row)
and, seated next to Miss Addams,
the popular writer Zona Gale.
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A The 1941 Animated Magazine
brought together for the first time
two prominent female writers of
the 1930s: Florida's own Marjorie
Kennan Rawlins (left), author of
The Yearling, and popular novelist
Faith Baldwin.

B In Holt's last year (1949), the
Animated Magazine attracted the
almost legendary correspondent,
Edward R. Murrow.
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A That same year Holt daringly
expressed his view on America's
race issue by awarding an
honorary degree to the renowned
Black leader, Mary Bethune,
making Rollins one of the first, if
not the first, educational
institution in the South to honor a
Black national leader.

B The appearance of Rollins' own
Rex Beach further enhanced the
1949 Magazine program.
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A The following two photographs
indicate that the Animated
Magazine was a variety
magazine. Here in 1948 the affair
featured the World War II veterans
of the Bataan Death March.
B This photograph shows the
appearance of Florida's famous
naturalist and snake-handler
E. Ross Allen.
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An aerial view of the campus in
1925, Holt's first year.
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This aerial view, taken in 1950 when
Holt retired, shows the increase in
the size of the campus after Holt had
added over thirty buildings.
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"An island Utopia between heaven
and earth" was the caption under
this 1938 lake view of the campus
published in the Tomokan.
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This 1941 photograph of the campus
was taken from almost the same
place as the earlier 1915 view on
pages 50 & 51. The building to the
right is Sullivan House. The chapel
steeple can be seen over Carnegie.
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A Rollins Hall, dedicated in 1929,
was the first building during the
Holt administration in the Spanish
Mediterranean design that would
afterward serve as the architectural
design for the campus.
B The architect's drawing of the
new women's dormitories, called
the WPA dorms because the
funds for the construction were
provided by the Work Projects
Administration, a New Deal
relief agency. In addition to Fox
and Cross Halls pictured here,
the WPA dorms included Hooker
Hall, Gale Hall and Lyman Hall.
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The crowning achievement of Holt's
building efforts was the
Chapel-Theatre complex. The
chapel was built with funds
provided by Frances Knowles
Warren and named in honor of her
father Francis Knowles. The theatre
was built with funds from Mrs.
Edward Bok and named in honor of
her actress friend Annie Russell,
who served as director for the first
few years. This photograph was
taken shortly after the complex was
constructed.

A 1945 rear view of the Alumni
House and Student Center. Both
were constructed in 1941 and were
made possible by a gift from Frances
Knowles Warren.
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Holt's final legacy to Rollins'
physical plant was the new library,
although it was dedicated in 1951
after his retirement. The funds were
provided by the Davella Mills
Foundation.
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This photograph of the faculty was
taken at Holt's first commencement
in front of the Congregational
Church where the ceremonies took
place. The man standing next to
Holt is William O'Neal, still an
active trustee at that time.
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A commencement march u p the
brick-paved Interlachen Avenue to
the Congregational Church in 1928.
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The 1940 Tomokan pictured the
variety of classroom approaches to
the Conference Plan.
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In 1935 Holt persuaded the
distinguished educational
philosopher John Dewey to come to
Rollins to chair a conference on
curriculum revision. The following
year Rollins introduced a
progressive course of study strongly
resembling the program at the
University of Chicago where Dewey
was running his experimental
school. Pictured below is the first
page of the Curriculum Conference
report showing those involved in
the conference.
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A The Flamingo, begun in 1927 and
in a sense a literary extension of
the Demosthenic Demonstrator,
provided Rollins students with an
outlet for literary and artistic
expression. This issue presents a
short story by Carol Hemingway
(the sister of Ernest Hemingway)
who attended Rollins from 1930 to
1932.
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The headline from an Orange
County weekly newspaper
broadcasts the culmination of a
Rollins community crisis in the early
1930s. Holt precipitously fired an
iconoclastic Rollins professor
named John Rice, and when several
other faculty members protested the
method of nonreappointment, Holt
fired them also. As the lead story
indicates, a professor's
organization, the American
Association of University
Professors, investigated the firings
and condemned them.
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Dr. Thomas P. Bailey, Dean Charles A. Campbell, Dr. Edwin L. Clarke, Dr. Richard Few
Prof. Royal W. France, Prof. James M. Glass, Dr. Frederick R. Georgia, Prof. Edwin O. Grover,
Prof. Herman F. Harris, Prof. Ralph R. Lounsbury, Dr. Fred L. Pattee, Prof. Harry R. Pierce,
Prof. John A. Rice, Dr. James B. Thomas, Dr. Johannes C. Th. Uphof
Dr. Charles W. Stiles, Mrs. Jeanne M. Bowman, Prof. >X Hard A. Wattles, Dr. Maude W. Makcmson,
Mr. Theodore Dreier, Mrs. Dorothea Thomas Lynch, Mis Marjorie J. Weber, Mr. J. Malcolm Forbes,
Mrs. Ruby Warren Newby, Mrs Antonia G. Lamb

.! 4$ \9* &
A portion of Holt's "Golden
Personalities," including pictures of
John Rice and three who were
fired—Frederick Georgia, Ralph
Lounsbury and Theodore Drier.
After the firings one droll Orlando
reporter commented that Rollins
had gone off the gold standard.
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Typical of Rollins students in the
1920s: men in white trousers and
white shoes and self-assured,
liberated women (note the
cigarette).
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The Pelican, a former Presbyterian
Church conference center, was
purchased by the college in 1931,
loaned to the Coast Guard in 1942
and returned after World War II.
Located at New Smyrna on the
south beach, the rustic building was
a popular student and faculty haven
on an otherwise undeveloped
beach. The college sold the building
in 1970.
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The automobile brought the Atlantic
beaches within an hour's drive of
the campus. The sun, sand and surf
were like magnets drawing the
students of the 1920s and 1930s, no
less than today's generation, to the
wide beaches of New Smyrna.
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Organized sports, begun in the
1890s, grew steadily during the
1920s and 1930s. Here is a group of
athletes headed for a water meet in
Tampa in the early 1920s.
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Rollins organized its first football
team in the Blackman
administration and during the
Holt administration it became the
college's leading sport. Its
schedule included Erskine
College, Tampa University,
Presbyterian University and the
annual rivalry with Stetson. This
photograph shows the 1940 team,
one of the best. Its star player was
number 6, Joe Justice.
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No football game was complete
without a band and for a few years
the college supplied that need.
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A & B In the 1930s, after the
construction of racing lanes
and a high diving stand, the
college held frequent,
well-attended water meets.
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The favorable winter weather and
the growing popularity of the game
brought outstanding tennis athletes
to Rollins in the late 1930s and early
1940s. This 1942 team featured Jack
Kramer and Bobbie Betz, who
would later become professional
champions.
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Hamilton Holt resigned in 1949. His
"commencement" address was
perhaps his most poignant and
meaningful speech, delivered with
great feeling and emotion at the 1949
commencement ceremonies.

MY COMMENCEMENT
by

HAMILTON HOLT
President

of

Rollins

College

An address delivered
at the Commencement Exercises
Thursday, June 2, 1949
in The Knowles Memorial Chapel
Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida
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After Holt: Establishing Quality in an Era of Growth

Part III
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After an extensive search, a college committee finally submitted to the
Trustees the name of Paul Wagner as Hamilton Holt's successor. Only
thirty-three at the time of his inauguration, Wagner came to Rollins as a "Boy
Wonder," a phrase coined by Collier's magazine in a 1950 article on Rollins'
new president. Like Holt, Wagner held no impressive degrees, but he did
bring a national reputation as an innovator in audio-visual education. He
also brought a salesman's capacity (he was a sales executive at Bell and
Howell Corporation) for selling himself and, the Trustees hoped, the Rollins
program to prospective donors.
Wagner was undoubtedly talented but he found himself in the very difficult
position of following Hamilton Holt. Holt's twenty-five-year presidency had
been a very personal endeavor. He not only saved Rollins, he inescapably left
his personal stamp upon the college's entire academic, administrative and
physical structure. Any change in any part of that structure was bound to
raise some resistance. Yet, because like Holt he was an innovator, Wagner
was determined to implement his own ideas using his past experiences to
make Rollins a model in audio-visual education. He hoped to show that by
supplementing textbooks with films, projectors, records and other audiovisual tools, students could learn more in less time and to a better purpose.
Efforts to incorporate such a program into the Rollins structure met with
almost immediate resistance because many faculty and students saw it as
impersonal education and thus a retreat from the Holt tradition of individual,
humane learning. Many also compared Wagner's style unfavorably with
Holt's. Although a personable young man, he lacked Holt's warmth and
charm and tended to view the college as a business enterprise rather than, as
Holt had done, a community of scholars. No one ever thought of referring to
Wagner as "Prexy"
Thus, dissension began to build almost from the day of Wagner's inauguration. It exploded into massive resistance when, in an effort to solve a serious
financial deficit left by Holt and brought to surface by a decline in enrollment
caused by the draft, Wagner in one fell swoop reduced the Rollins faculty by
nineteen. The drastic measure was taken only after extensive discussion with
the Board of Trustees and was carried out with their blessing. But he had not
properly prepared the college community for the blow, and many of those
fired were Holt's "golden personalities."
The news threw the campus into turmoil. From March to May, 1951, the affair
turned the college into a place characterized not by placid intellectual
pursuits, but by meetings, marches, and demonstrations on the part of

students and faculty demanding the resignation of Wagner himself. When
Wagner refused to leave, a crisis split the campus into virtual warring factions
composed of those who supported and those who opposed the president.
After weeks of disruption, the Trustees finally brought peace to the campus
by dismissing Wagner and replacing him with Hugh F. McKean, a Rollins
graduate and at the time an instructor in the art department. To bolster the
appointment, the Trustees also appointed two vice-presidents: Alfred
Hanna, a former Holt aide, was named First Vice-President, and John
Tiedtke, who was the treasurer at the time, was named Vice-President and
Treasurer. The appointments brought tranquility to the campus because the
triumvirate returned the college to the more familiar patterns of the Holt era.
McKean administered the college very much in the Holt style, as a community effort. He continued most of the Holt traditions—in particular the
Animated Magazine—but also created a few of his own, the most popular
being Fox Day. McKean's poetic declarations of Fox Day became legends in
themselves:
Whereas the mockingbirds are singing in the night, and jasmine stars are falling in
our gardens, and dogwood blossoms in the woods, and mallard ducks are trailing soft
flotillas, and the oak trees are green-green-green, and spring is here . . .
Now, therefore, I, The Fox, do proclaim the fourteenth day of May (1968) to be that
special day when no classes will convene in the college, this being the day when we are
free . . .

In 1968, after fifteen years of service, President McKean resigned but continued to serve the college as president of the Board of Trustees. In his place
the Trustees appointed Jack B. Critchfield, a young administrator at the
University of Pittsburgh. Critchfield served until 1978 when he resigned to
become president of Winter Park Telephone Company. After a year-long
search, the Trustees appointed Thaddeus Seymour as Critchfield's successor.
Seymour, a Ph.D. in Literature, had previously served as Dean of Dartmouth
College and President of Wabash College.
The years after Holt's retirement were years of dynamic progress for the
college. Numerous buildings were added during the McKean and Critchfield
administrations, including a three-story science building, a field house, a
business school, a new cafeteria, an art center and music building, and three
new dormitories. In addition, in the period between 1960 and 1970, the
number of students almost doubled. Through all this expansion, the college
faithfully retained two basic traditions that have been its historic legacy: it
continued its innovative academic tradition by introducing an interdisciplinary curriculum and a 4-1-4 calendar in 1966; and, in a world of
increasing specialization and careerism, it has tenaciously clung to the
quality liberal education mission given to it by the founders on that
November day in 1885.
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STUDENTS IN MASS

MEETING

Dismissals Rock Rollins
EDITORIAL

Vote O f N o Confidence
Paul A. W a g n e r has lost the confidence of t h e students. He has
lost t h e faith of the faculty. In times of crisis a leader who h a s
lost the t r u s t of his followers is useless.
The only way to regain t h a t lost confidence is for President W a g n e r
to consult immediately with the emergency boards of students, faculty
and alumni and consider seriously their proposals. The President has
given no indication t h a t he is willing even to consider the plans of
faculty or students. In fact, he and the t r u s t e e s walked out of Sunday's mass meeting a t the very moment when t h e students were about
to present their plans.

IN THIS SANDSPUR EXTRA
Background Story of Faculty Dismissals and
Student Reaction
Chronological Report of Student Mass Meeting
Sunday
List of Faculty Members Fired
Action of Student Steering Committee
Report of Sunday Faculty Meeting
State and National Publicity
Picture Coverage of Sunday's Mass Meeting

A Within two years after his
inauguration, Wagner's
presidency came to a stormy end,
beginning as the Sandspur
indicates with the dismissal of 19
professors and nine part-time
teachers on March 8, 1951.

B Headed by student Hal Suit,
Rollins students vigorously
protested the massive faculty
dismissals. A mass meeting in the
Student Union brought Wagner
face to face with hostile students.
C The "Wagner Affair," like the
"Rice Affair" twenty years earlier,
kept the campus in turmoil for
several weeks. Finally the trustees
dismissed Wagner and named
Hugh McKean, a Rollins art
teacher, as Wagner's
replacement. The students
celebrated by giving the new
president a shoulder ride. The
male student on the far right is
Anthony Perkins, the famous
actor who attended Rollins from
1950 to 1953.
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Young Hugh McKean had no college administration
experience when the trustees named him president, but his
reassuring manner and his effort to return the college to the
Holt tradition brought peace and order to a disturbed
campus.
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A In support of McKean's
presidency, the trustees also
appointed Holt's trusted aide,
Alfred Hanna, as First
Vice-President and John Tiedtke,
Vice-President and Treasurer. In
this picture Hanna is seated on
McKean's right and Tiedtke on his
left. Also pictured are the three
deans: Jean Day, Joe Justice and
Sidney French.

B Like Holt, President McKean's
greatest virtue was his close
relationship with students. Here
in 1970 he is shown working with
Rollins student Terry Cauble on a
project.
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Jack Critchfield was only thirty-six when he replaced Hugh
McKean in 1969, but he had several years of administrative
experience at the University of Pittsburgh.
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The youthful, athletic Critchfield
brought a new style to the
presidency and the campus. Here
he is pictured with Jack Nicklaus
and two Rollins trustees, Dick
McPherson and John Galloway, at
the ProAm match of the Citrus
Invitational golf tournament.
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A The dining hall, regardless of its
location is always a social center
on any small campus. Rollins has
constructed three: the Dining Hall
constructed in 1886, replaced by
the Commons in 1919, which in
turn was replaced by the Beanery
(Rose Skillman Hall) in 1958.

B Also a major center of campus life
was the Student Center built in
1941. This photograph shows the
interior decorated by Jeannette
McKean in 1961.
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On January 24,1969, a large group of
students and faculty gathered
behind the student union to watch
sadly as the steel ball dangling from
a huge crane smashed into the
famous cupola of Cloverleaf. Within
an hour Rollins' second oldest
building was a mass of rubble-an old and faithful friend had
departed. The college built a new
three-story dormitory on the site
and named it in honor of George
Morgan Ward.

Commencement, always the high
point of the college year, over the
years was transformed from a
simple ceremony to an impressive
gathering. They were held first in
Knowles Hall I, then in Winter Park
Congregational Church, then in
Knowles Memorial Chapel and,
beginning in 1969, in the
Enyart-Alumni Field House.
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No, this is not an old fashioned
revival meeting, nor are Rollins
faculty members in danger of any
serious conversion. This is a regular
monthly faculty meeting held in the
1960s in the old Winter Park Baptist
Church which the college
purchased in 1961 and renamed
Bingham Hall. It was originally
located on the corner of Interlachen
and Chase but was moved to its
present site to make way for
Crummer Hall.
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President McKean and his
administrative staff standing before
the administration building, or "The
Pink Palace" as it was affectionately
known by the students. It was built
in 1947.
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The Cartwrights, George Charles
(right) and his son George Henry,
represented two generations and
forty years of dedicated service in
maintaining the-college's grounds
and physical plant.
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The small intimate classes
continued as a part of the Rollins
educational tradition into the 1950s
and 1960s, as they remain today.
Here in a creative writing class in
Woolson Hall (built in 1938) Edwin
Granberry carries on the tradition of
the Conference Plan.
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The Center For Practical Politics
consistently brought interesting
personalities to the campus. Dr.
Paul Douglass is here questioning
Canon A. Rees Hay of the Episcopal
Church in a political science class.
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A chemistry class conducted by Dr.
Donald Carroll in one of the
Knowles Hall II science laboratories.
The sciences are now in a
three-story building located beside
the Administration building.
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A & B Through the Conservatory of
Music and after the
construction of Annie Russell
Theatre, the expressive arts at
Rollins maintained
consistently high quality and
standards. Pictured here are an
Alphonso Carlo music class
and the production of Hamlet
at the ART in 1935.
C Shakespeareana, begun modestly
in 1946 with a presentation from
Nina Dean's Shakespeare class,
annually drew large crowds such
as the one gathered in Strong Hall
Patio in 1963 with Nina
introducing the program.
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When Milburn Stone and Amanda
Blake (Doc and Kitty of TV's hit
"Gunsmoke") came to town for the
Cerebral Palsy Telethon in 1959, they
visited the campus for a question
and answer session in the ART.
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The annual celebration of Pan
American Week brought prominent
authorities on Latin America to
Casa Iberia.
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Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the
Animated Magazine still remained
the major event that attracted
national figures to the campus. The
out-of-doors tradition continued
until the mid-1950s, the photograph
here showing the 1954 crowd.
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A group very special to Rollins
College began gathering annually
on the campus in the late 1950s:
early graduates of the college
gathered every November to
celebrate Charter Day. Here with
President McKean in 1957 are
pictured four notables: Berkeley
Blackman, 1907; Ruth Ford
Atkinson, 1897; Ida May Missildine,
of the first graduating class, 1890;
and Frederick Clark Lyman, son of
one of the college's founders.
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By 1960 the college had established
several treasured traditions. One
was the Senior Breakfast held on the
morning of graduation at the family
tree across the lake from the college.
This photograph shows the
breakfast of 1961.
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The Fox along with the Cat was
acquired by Holt from the home of
Senator Murray Sams of New
Smyrna. After the Cat was
destroyed, the Fox disappeared
only to reappear in May 1956
declaring a new Rollins tradition:
Fox Day, a time in which he
dismisses all classes for the day.
Except for a brief hiatus in the late
1970s, he has returned each Spring
for the same purpose. He
announces his appearance with a
proclamation similar to the one
issued in 1968.
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Th e F o x ' s L a i r
One S p r i n g D a y
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* * * FELH)CJLAMATI3)nsT * * *
WHEREAS, the mockingbirds are singing in the night,
and jasmine stars are falling in our gardens, and dogwood blossoms
in the woods, and mallard ducks are trailing soft flotillas, and the
oak trees are green - green - green, and spring is here;
ANE WHEREAS, Rollins' teams have gloriously humbled
their neighbor to the north -- the wearer of the green and white - - i n
soccer, basketball, baseball, tennis, and golf - a splendid lot but less
in stamina and skills than Rollins' stalwarts who have so gladdened the
spirits of the college and the Fox this year;
ANE WHEREAS, Rollins' noble Field House is now a
fact, and stately evidence of alumni loyalty;
ANE WHEREAS, the students last year gathered in the
chapel as agreed on;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, The Fox, do proclaim the
fourteenth day of May to be that special day when no classes will convene
in the college or the Crummer School, or meetings or seminars, this
being that day when all are free to discuss important matters or while
away the time in entertaining chatter, or games, or reveries, or study,
remembering that a picnic will be served at seven in the evening on the
horseshoe and all the college is welcome, and after that a meeting in
the chapel as is our custom at ten or thereabouts;
BUT here, a special word to those lovely messengers in
white - delay a while - a half hour or so - and then proceed with your
mission;
ANE MOW, a final word of greeting to the seniors who
will leave the college and their friends, vowing that the passing years
will not diminish ties with either - which is sadly not the case - if you
have seen that college only points the way, you have learned your
lessons well;
ANE MOW, a special word of greeting and farewell to
the geometric monster which has rumbled through the campus eighty
years or so, screeching on its rusty curves and frequently denying
us the solace of our dreams, and shaking dressers, beds, and bottles,
and headed now for wherever old trains go, but destined to linger on in
song and memory - the Dinky; we will sleep more now, but when you
go you close an era, and some of us will follow soon, and all of us in
time;
ANE FINALLY, to those whose paths will lead them far
away and never bring them back, something good from your Rollins'
years is now part of you - a stroll around the horseshoe, a well played
game, a seagull on the docks, a car door closing with that well known
sound, a loving glance, a whispered word and these, at least, will never
change, and part of you will stay behind, and so farewell.
GIVEN in my lair on the fourteenth day of May.
WITNESS MY PAW ANE SEAL.

V J < 3 - (SEAL)
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For the Rollins family, and
many Winter Park residents, the
Christmas holidays would not be
complete without the annual
Christmas service in Knowles
Chapel.
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Until the age of air travel and the
automobile, meeting the train at the
Winter Park station was the first act
of orientation week. This is the 1952
Orientation Committee waiting for
the train bearing Rollins Freshmen.
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Until the late 1960s, Freshmen at
Rollins were "Rats" and during
orientation and "Rat Week" they
were required to wear Rat Beanies,
symbol of their lowliness. This
photograph shows 1966 Freshmen
taking a diagnostic test during
Orientation Week.
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By the mid-1950s Fiesta
Week, sponsored by the
fraternities and sororities,
had become a traditional
spring rite. The week was
capped by a float parade
down Park Avenue,
similar to the one shown in
this 1953 photograph.
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In the 1950s and 1960s no college
year was complete without a beauty
contest to choose a Miss Rollins.
Pictured here are the 1962
candidates.
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The national network television
program, College Bowl, was as
much a symbol of the 1960s as a
beauty pageant. The program,
which pitted the intellects of one
college against another, included
questions on a wide variety of
subjects, from modern sports to
ancient philosophy. A Rollins team
appeared on the program in 1964
and was defeated by the University
of Massachusetts.
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The late 1960s and early 1970s
brought a new generation of
students to college campuses who
were restless, discontented and
anti-establishment. They
expressed this dissidence by
wearing long hair, by growing
beards, wearing short dresses and
particularly by demonstrating
against the war in Vietnam.
The beginning of the change was
signaled by the assassination of
President John Kennedy.
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The war in Vietnam and the draft
provided the context within which
the 1970s students expressed their
discontent with American society.
Pictured here is a Rollins student
march down Park Avenue
protesting the invasion of
Cambodia. (Compare this with the
Fiesta Parade in the 1950s)
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A Rollins student protesting the
Kent State killings.
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A major development in the 1970s
was the desegregation of American
schools. Previously all-white Rollins
admitted its first Black student in
1966.
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By the 1970s, enrollment of Blacks at
Rollins was sufficient to engender
the formation of the Black Student
Union, an organization aimed at
raising the Black consciousness of
the Rollins community.
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Even though the students retained
the 1950s tradition of the beauty
pageant, the new dress code made it
obvious that campus styles had
changed.
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In the post World War II years,
Rollins' athletic program grew along
with the college. Football was
dropped in 1950, but was replaced
by soccer as the major fall sport.
Over the years the intercollegiate
athletic program produced several
championship teams, the most
spectacular being the 1954 baseball
team coached by Joe Justice that
battled its way into the NCAA final
championship game where it lost to
University of Missouri. The team is
shown here departing from Winter
Park.
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The 1963 crew team, coached by
Professor U.T. Bradley, competed in
the famous and historic Henley
Regatta in England.

Norman Copeland's 1972 tennis
team won the 1972 Division II
championship
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The 1970 soccer team, coached by
Gordon Howell, won its way into
the 1970 regional finals.
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Coach Ed Jucker's 1975-76
basketball team with an 18-5 record
went to the regionals in
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
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Although it won few matches
during the season, the 1974
women's golf team captured the
NCAA national championship.
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Part IV

Rollins: A Contemporary View
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Cornell Fine Arts Center
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Mills Memorial Library
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Knowles Memorial Chapel
& Annie Russell Theatre
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French House

Warren Administration Building
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Student Center
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Gale Hall
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Chapel Garden
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Pugsley Hall

Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum
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Orlando Hall & Loggia
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Alumni House
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Annie Russell Theatre
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Horseshoe Commons, site of the
original campus. Gale Hall
(location of Knowles I); Pinehurst (original location); and
Chase Hall (location of initial
dining hall).
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